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BRAND YOUR BUSINESS: MINI COURSE

PART 4
Delivering on your promise and keeping your companies

core values.

In part 4 of this mini course we will mainly talk about your companies CORE
values and how it effect your brand.
• What are your CORE values?
• What does it have to do with branding your

business?
• Why is it important?
Branding your business isn’t really about what you
say, it’s about what you do.
As we mentioned earlier, a brand is also a “stamp of
quality”. In the ideal scenario you want people to
seek out your business because they must feel that everything you do is of
better quality than those of your competition.

Here is an example of how this works:
When you are on holiday and drive past a new town you will most likely  (more
than 75% of the time) look for a familiar brand name to stop and stretch your
legs or to grab a cup of coffee.
Most of us will look for a petrol station
(brand) we recognize or a fast food
restaurant we trust.
THIS is how branding works. You will go
to the brand names you know and trust.
This means that when you brand your
business, you need to take the
reputation you are building and your
brand very seriously.
Anything that has your company name and logo on it deserves the very best
of your work and should be something that you are proud to produce.
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Once you’ve created a brand, it becomes incredibly important not to drop the
ball.
In fact, you want to aim to do the opposite and create a fantastic experience
for your customers – something that they’ll remember.
One way you can do this is by “under promising and over delivering”.
What does this mean?
It means that instead of just claiming your product or service is the best in the
world and boasting about it, you instead hold something back.
For example, when you buy a new sell phone the dealer is not only super
helpful but gives you the best price AND, without advertising it, gives you a
phone case for free, or free airtime…just a little something you didn’t expect
as way of saying “Thank You”.
This is “over delivering”; smart companies that do this hope that you’ll be so
pleased with your freebies that you’ll want to shop with them again.
Another example is to say to your clients: Our delivery time is 3 - 4 days, but
in fact, in reality it only takes 2 - 3 days.
In this way many customers will be incredibly
pleased when you deliver earlier or get the job
done in record time.
They may even tell their friends about it…won’t
you?
To over deliver is SO easy and simple, yet,
unfortunately in South Africa, you hardly ever
see of hear of anyone doing it.
Why is this? Think about this for a second…
When was the last time your and your friends/family went to an ordinary
restaurant were you were about to spend R1000+ on lunch?
Did your waiter said to you: “Welcome…would you like a bottle of water for the
table? It’s on us today – It’s free” “Sparking or Still?”
What does a bottle of water cost? One or two Rand per bottle if the restaurant
re-use there own branded glass bottles and they refill them professionally?
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Here is another example of “over-delivery” that cost nothing.
We all know the frustration - feeling invisible to the staff while waiting in a
restaurant or coffee shop to be served.
I was in a restaurant  - in Italy - and on the table was a note and it read:
“My name is Edward and I am the owner of this restaurant. The best service to you is
very important to me. SMS me with your table number if you think you don’t get the
service you deserve. I will come to your table personally within 45 seconds to assist
you.” My personal sell number is :_________
Have you EVER seen a note like that in a Spur? Have you seen one in a Wimpy
or Steers? Anyone? Anywhere?
To quote ex-Top Gear’s boss Jeremy Clarkson: “How hard can it be?”

The Importance of Packaging and Delivery.
How do you deliver your product or service?  Yes, a smile is fine but probably
not enough.
Delivery means paying attention to the small details. This means the
friendliness in emails to customers and in the way you present yourself, and
what you wear.
The same goes for packaging. This can mean anything from putting your
groceries in a plastic bag or a shop wrapping a gift for you.

What if…
What if Checkers decide tomorrow to do away with plastic bags and pack your
groceries neatly in cardboard boxes – for free?
And the assistant ask…
Would you like this box delivered to your home in the next 30 minutes by courier or
will you take it with you? The first 5 km deliver is free…anything below that costs “x”
per km.

Would you like that?
Yes, government will have a fit because they want plastic bag taxes…but that
Is a subject for another day, in the meantime, start by getting government to
change the law!
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Is This Impossible?
Below you will be asked to watch a 2-minute video commercial online on what
Amazon is planning to do soon about their product deliveries.
But before you go online to watch the video – read this.
If your business is to deliver products by
mail you need to package it in such a way
that it will arrive neatly in one piece?
It is part of your branding and your CORE
values!
In South Africa I once saw a business
packages delivered over the counter that
embarrassed the postman.
How do you think the poor customer felt? Who wants to get a packaged
rapped in old newspaper, looking like dog poop?
That’s not how you want to brand your business is it?
Make sure to pay attention to the little details and don’t just think about the
“end results”.
Banding your business is more than just making a sale. Think about the
experience and how the buying action will make your customer feel.
Amazon is one of the biggest retailers in the world. They have an annual
turnover of more than 88 Billion US Dollars.
Everything they sell gets delivered to customer’s homes or offices. As part of
their new branding process they plan to soon deliver certain goods via drones.
This is a VERY powerful message and promise.
You can look at a 2-minute video at this URL:

http://sa-chamber.co.za
Look for a picture of Jeremy Clarkson on the above site and listen how he
explains what Amazon is about to do with their drone service.
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One last point to increase your branding:
You must try and get people to “engage” with your brand.
Amazon did something interesting right from the start.
They set up a very smart Affiliate Program to reward ordinary people in cash
who promote their brand.
They also have a FBA
[Fulfillment By Amazon]
system to allow entrepreneurs,
manufacturers, retailers, etc to
sell their own products on
Amazon’s platform.
[Did you know that if you make a
product, lets say a unique South
African product, and you get approval
by Amazon to sell it on their FBA
system, they may soon deliver it for
you by drone to customers in the USA,
UK and maybe even Europe?]
You can visit the SA Chamber of Entrepreneurs (SACE) official website at:
SA-Chamber.co.za to see how SACE helps local entrepreneurs to “get their
feet wet and test the waters” to earn cash from Amazon.
This project from SACE is called XYZ Stores. It requires a few steps to join
international Affiliate and Fulfillment programs; like those of Amazon.
The first step will be the study, learn and test the
systems until you understand them and earn
money from them.
The second step will be for you to the BRAND your
own products and get your business ready to sell
your own products globally.
This is it for Part 4.
Next time in Part 5 of this mini course we will touch on
Reputation Management, especially online reputation
management for smaller local businesses.
We will show you what to do and how to do it.
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